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Preface

These are the post-proceedings of 17th Dutch Testing Day, held on the 29th of November 2011 at the — recently completely renovated — campus of the University of Twente. These post-proceedings cover a selection of the material presented during the Dutch Testing Day.

For me personally, the synergy between academic and industrial testing activities is one of the most attractive aspects of the Dutch Testing Day: we have participants, speakers, and financial contributions from both worlds, fostering cross-fertilization and building bridges between them. It is widely known that industrial-academic partnership is a key driver to innovation and to remain at the competitive edge.

Therefore, I would like to thank everybody who made the 17th Dutch Testing Day a success: First of all, many thanks go to all participants: without participants, no Testing Day. Also, I would like to thank everybody who submitted an abstract, giving the Programme Committee a hard job in selecting the 7 best abstracts for presentation. Moreover, we are very much indebted to our sponsors: CIMSOLUTIONS, SQUERIST, AESTIS KMG, the Institute for Software Quality, ASML, Valori, the Centre for Telematics and Information Technology, NWO, Improve Quality Services, Better Be, Professional Testing, Refis and Collis. Their financial contributions allow the participants to attend the Dutch Testing Day free of charge and show the importance of the topic. I am grateful to Rector Magnificus Ed Brinksma for opening the Testing Day, and invited speaker Kim Larsen for giving the keynote speech.

Finally, I would very much like to thank the other members of the organizing team of the 17th Dutch Testing Day: Axel Belinfante, Joke Lammerink and Mark Timmer for their fantastic support.

Mariëlle Stoelinga

Formal Methods & Tools
University of Twente